CORSICA RAID AVENTURE
THE ECO-ADVENTURER CHARTER
First Adventure Race in Europe, an dean of the Adventure Race in the World.

NATURE IS UNIQUE...

... It is the other, the one that we can not reproduce as such it is eminently respectable.
- As part of the Corsica Raid Aventure, we
like to think through an flawless ethic,
multi-activity race of several days can be
organized without damage to the most
unlikely, the most fragile, the most changing
and most unique partner, NATURE.

For the host association of the Corsica Raid
Aventure, preservation and management of
environmental and natural balances are top
priorities. And it is in this spirit that each
person accredited by the organization will
evolve over the raid.

- If we love our sport so much, is that the
word "adventure" is attached, inducing the
idea of nature. Beyond the competition
itself, the suffering of the body, we demand
a difference that lies entirely in the fact that
we have the immense privilege of meeting
the beautiful, the sublime... nature!
After our visit, if it finds its quietude and
perfect balance, then we will have lived a
great adventure.

We must be modest, we are a few privileged
persons who play to run, pedal, canyonner
in this nature, most often, belongs to no one
and therefore to all.

- The high idea that we make of our sport is
in fact quite justified: multi-activity, longterm effort, race strategy, team spirit,
endurance, courage... we have many
reasons to passionately love adventure
racing.

- That is why we propose to set up this
environmental charter, a charter that does
not enumerate a soporific and interminable
list of what is prohibited: do not throw his
greasy paper, not doing his laundry in the
watercourse, do not let run the engines of
assistance cars...

And if you "cross" the road of a wild animal,
you will minimize your intrusion into the
space used by stopping or making a break to
give time for animals to integrate your
presence.

Eco-Adventurer Charter [1]

Maintaining the existing ecological
balance, often wild, and still largely
preserved, requires for the participants
to the Corsica Raid Aventure a constant
attention. For us it is obvious: any racer
that would not see this in the depths of
his being does not have its place in the
Corsica Raid Aventure.
- Therefore, the rule - terrible as it is - is
the following: the basic rule is to take
and recycle everything we bring in the
race. Each participant is obliged to
leave no trace of its passage (paper,
waste, droppings ...). And to
understand the hardness and severity
of which our organization can show you
during the race, simply think about the
environmental damage that can cause
human activities in nature if there are
no strict rules.
Thus, any participant who would
undermine nature directly or indirectly
will be immediately punished. The
sanction may range from a time penalty
to the outright exclusion of the team.
Race direction itself have the right to
judge the seriousness of the
misconduct and to decide the penalty.
No exceptions, no claim will be
tolerated.

Eco- Adventurer Charter [2]

The Corsica Raid Aventure convey
values that are the essence of the
concept. Inflexibility in the protection
of nature is for us an absolute rule.
Obviously this also applies to the
organizers and volunteers of the race.
Waste sorting and recycling of waste
generated during the race are in the
heart of the concerns of the
association. Sorting bins are provided
for the teams and the organization
closer to the race on each assistance
point .
The fact that we are allowed to cross a
multitude of fragile and preserved sites
in the heart of the Regional Park,
Natura 2000 zone, protected areas, or
in one of the World Heritage of
Humanity, shows the confidence that
the authorities grant to the Corsica Raid
Aventure.
Let us strive to be worthy of the
privilege given to us and especially
what we love: the natural heritage of
which we are responsible.

Welcome to Corsica Island, land of the
Corsica Raid Aventure !

The Corsica Raid Aventure Team

